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Abstract. Systems for automatic generation of weather reports in na-
tural languages, such as Serbian, from a set of measured meteorological
data, have a great applicability and signi�cance for the end users. In
this paper, we present recursive transition networks, which are one of
the main parts of such a system. The recursive transition networks are
used for generating human readable texts from raw meteorological data
obtained through measurement process, or through an information ex-
traction process from other data sources such as web pages.
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1 Introduction

Natural Language Generation (NLG) can be seen as a set of techniques and
methods for automatic generation of texts in natural language. Today there
are many applications in which text is generated, such as machine translation,
document summarization, dialogue systems and so on.

NLG systems automatically produce human (natural) language from a given
input. The input can range from spoken text, as in dialogue systems ([14], [1], and
[7]), to structured data on some phenomenon, as in ([10], [3], and [2]). Depending
on the type and format of input, but also on features and properties of particular
language, NLG systems can be more or less complex. Nevertheless, each NLG
system has to decide on information to be stated, construct discourse plan or
sentence structure, parse information and put it into the units of discourse, select
appropriate phrases and words, and produce grammatically correct output.

Building NLG systems involves considerable time and expense. NLG systems
are usually hand crafted as deterministic decision-makers that make decisions lo-
cally, at each step in the generation process. Decisions are encoded as generation
rules, usually on the basis of corpus analysis and expert consultation.

In our research, we were focused on meteorological domain in Serbian. This
type of texts and sublanguage used in them are interesting because of their
properties. There are two di�erent dimensions in such texts � one is formal
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and strongly related to terminology used by professionals in this �eld, and the
other is informal, and related to ordinary people who are equally interested in
phenomena from this �eld but who use di�erent expressions.

These texts have been studied over the years in the areas such as information
extraction, text mining or text understanding, and one of the most frequently
mentioned applications is the TAUM-METEO system developed in Canada for
machine translation from English to French and vice versa ([5]). The results
achieved through the process of extracting information from meteorological re-
ports and forecasts in our earlier work [23] led us through the development of
several electronic resources in Serbian, as well as the construction of a sublan-
guage in the domain of weather forecast.

The overall objective was to develop a system that would be able to produce
weather report texts based on raw meteorological data. In this paper we will
present �nite state transducers used by the system for generating the text.

2 Speci�cs of Serbian Meteorological Sublanguage

The meteorological texts we dealt with had some speci�c features. They can be
seen from two aspects, those caused by the speci�cs of Serbian language and
those caused by speci�cs of meteorological texts themselves.

2.1 Serbian Language Speci�cs

As for the Serbian language, its main characteristic that makes it di�cult to
process is rich morphological system. For example, most adjectives in Serbian
may take more than 40 di�erent forms.

There are algorithms for di�erent Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
that have excellent results when applied to texts in English, but very bad when
it comes to texts in a language with a rich morphology, such as the Serbian
language. The rich morphological system of the Serbian language requires the use
of additional linguistic resources, such as electronic dictionaries and grammars
([13]), for text processing.

2.2 Meteorological Sublanguage Speci�cs

The process of development of NLG systems starts with the analysis of texts
in the domain of interest. In our case, it was the corpus of meteorological texts
in Serbian collected during 2010, 2011 and 2012 from several sources, such as
Republic Hydrometeorological Service of Serbia ([17]), and several daily news
and internet portals([23]).

The created corpus contains almost 13,705 text descriptions, which consists
of 45,862 sentences. This corpus was already used in other researches as well,
and here it was analysed in more details for the purpose of text generation.

Meteorological texts are very speci�c, and they can be seen as a sublanguage.
They have limited vocabulary, i.e. the same words are used to describe a mete-
orological phenomenon in almost every weather report. The syntax di�ers from
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the syntax of natural language, as sentences in meteorological reports typically
do not contain auxiliary verb and often do not have a predicate or adverbs. The
text structure is also speci�c. It is not possible to distinguish di�erent statements
based only on punctuation, since a sentence often contains multiple statements,
and a few sentences sometimes merge into one separated with a comma. Here is
an example of such a sentence:

U ve¢em delu promenljivo obla£no, mestimi£no kratkotrajna ki²a,
pljuskovi i grmljavina, a u oblasti Sredozemlja i Crnog mora
preteºno sun£ano i toplo.

(In most areas variable cloudy, in some places depleting rain,
showers and thunder, and in the area of the Mediterranean
and Black Sea, mostly sunny and warm.)

The sentences may have two kinds of structure, in terms of how they combine
di�erent statements. These are:

(i) successive or sequential structure, where two statements follow one another,
and

(ii) recurrent or overlapped structure, where one statement takes a part of in-
formation from another, usually time or location.

We will use this fact for text generation. Here are some examples:

(i) successive (sequential) structure �

Ujutru u Srbiji ki²a, tokom dana na severu zemlje razvedravanje.

(In the morning in Serbia rain, during the day in the north of
the country clearing.)

(ii) recurrent (overlapped) structure �

U petak i subotu promenljivo obla£no i sveºije mestimi£no sa ki²om,
pljuskovima i grmljavinom.

(On Friday and Saturday variably cloudy and fresher in some places
with rain showers and thunder.)

3 Statements as Basic Units of Information

We use a statement as a basic unit of meteorological information, giving the
answers to �when? �, �where? �, �what? �, and �how much? �. A statement can be
considered as a 4-tuple (Time; Location; MeteoFeature, MeteoValue;), bearing
information that can be expressed in the text in a number of forms, but always
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with the same meaning. For example, the 4-tuple (Ju£e; Beograd ; Temperatura,
25 stepeni ;) (Yesterday ; Belgrade; Temperature, 25 degrees;) is one statement.

Meteorological data can come in di�erent formats, depending on source of
information (sensors, tabular data, .xml or .html format etc.). We assume that
raw meteorological data can be easily transformed into structured statements
with the following format:

Time; Location; MeteoFeature, MeteoValue;

If several statements share the same location and time, they can be combined
in the following manner:

Time; Location; MeteoFeature1, MeteoValue1; MeteoFeature2, MeteoValue2;

If two statements share the same location or time, but they are represented as
two seperate lines in an input set, they can be combined into the same sentence
of an output.

As an example, one set of input data could be the following:

Sutra; Srbija; OpisTemperature, toplo; Temperatura, 25;
Sutra; Beograd; Temperatura, 23;
Popodne; Srbija; TipPadavina, ki²a; ObimPadavina, slaba;

(Tomorrow; Serbia; TemperatureDescription, warm; Temperature, 25;
Tomorrow; Belgrade; Temperature, 23;
Afternoon; Serbia; PrecipitationType, rain; PrecipitationAmount, light;)

The �nal objective is to get generated text, that is, a textual weather report
such as:

Sutra u Srbiji toplo, sa temperaturom do 25 stepeni, u Beogradu 23.
Popodne se u celoj Srbiji o£ekuje slaba ki²a.

(Tomorrow in Serbia warm, with temperatures up to 25 degrees, in Bel-
grade 23.
In the afternoon light rain is expected in the entire Serbia.)

4 Meteorological Features and Values

For meteorological features and values we used a prede�ned set of categories,
identi�ed by a thorough analysis of the meteorological corpus. The categories
are explained in details in [23].

Here we give summary table:
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Feature Value examples

TipPadavina (PrecipitationType)
ki²a, sneg, susneºica,...
(rain, snow, sleet,...)

ObimPadavina (PrecipitationAmount)
slaba, jaka,...
(light, heavy,...)

PrisustvoOblaka (CloudPresence)
sun£ano, obla£no,...
(sunny, cloudy,...)

ObimObla£nosti (CloudAmount)
potpuno, delimi£no,...
(fully, partly,...)

PravacVetra (WindDirection)
jugoisto£ni, severni,...
(southeast, north,...)

Ja£inaVetra (WindStrength)
jak, slab,...
(strong, weak,...)

BrzinaVetra (WindSpeed)
16 m/s
(16 mps)

Temperatura (Temperature)
12 stepeni, 12 C,...
(12 degrees, 12 C,...)

KatTemperature (TemperatureCategory)
najvi²a, jutarnja,...
(maximum, morning,...)

OpisTemperature (TemperatureDescription)
hladno,toplije, porast,...
(cold, warmer, rising,...)

TipPojave (PhenomenonType)
magla, oluja,...
(fog, storm,...)

ImeTeritorije (TeritoryName)
Srbija, Evropa, Beograd,...
(Serbia, Europe, Belgrade,...)

DeoTeritorije (TeritoryPart)
severoistok, juºni delovi,...
(northeast, southern parts,...)

Lokalitet (Locality)
na planinama, lokalno,...
(in the mountains, localy,...)

Datum (Date)
15. januar
(January 15th)

ImeDana (DayName)
ponedeljak, utorak,...
(Monday, Tuesday,...)

DeoDana (DayPart)
ujutru,...
(in the morning,...)

Period (Period)
slede¢e nedelje, tokom februara,...
(next week, during February,...)

5 From Structured Data to Textual Reports

5.1 Some Important Issues and Assumptations

During the design process, we faced several problems. First, location and time
values are given by their lemmas in input �les, but they need to be in�ected into
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appropriate word forms in the output text. Having in mind rich morphological
system of the Serbian language, we need to use some additional linguistic re-
sources, such as electronic morphological dictionaries of Serbian and in�ectional
graphs. We choose to apply them through the Unitex software [16], which is
meant for these kinds of text processing.

Second, depending on the time determiner, we would like to generate a
weather forecast or a weather report of already observed phenomena. Really
smart system should have the possibility to decide whether to generate forecast
or report. For example, if an input time value is Sutra (Tomorrow), the output
should start with Sutra ... o£ekivano ... (Tomorrow ... is expected ...) or similar.
On the other hand, if an input time value is Ju£e (Yesterday), the output should
be for instance Ju£e je izmereno ... (Yesterday it was measured that...). But, in
Serbian it is common to use the word Danas (Today) for both cases (forecasts
and reports). In that case, the system should perform some additional analysis,
or in the worst case, assume one option or another.

Third, in order to generate text that looks like human-written, the system
should take into account di�erent ways of saying the same thing.

5.2 Finite State Transducers

Finite State Transducers (FST) are �nite state machines ([11] and [22]) that
de�ne relations between two sets of strings by transforming one string into ano-
ther. FST are adequate for describing relevant local phenomena in language
research and for modelling some areas of a natural language, such as its phono-
logy, morphology or syntax ([8]). The basic property of FST is that they pro-
duce some output and this property determines how transducers are being used
in NLP. This property also makes them very suitable for describing the NLG
rules. In addition, they can be visually presented by graphs, which is convenient
for visualization and interpretation by humans. Detailed reviews of theoretical
and practical use of �nite state transducers in NLP are given in several studies
([4,6,9,12,15,18,19]).

FSTs can be very complex and di�cult to maintain, depending on the con-
text of the text pattern they describe. In most cases, the corresponding graph
will be very large, sometimes even immense. Creation and later modi�cation (if
needed) of such a transducer would be di�cult, time consuming and impractical,
with signi�cant possibility of error. Therefore, we use a collection of sub-graphs
in situations when it is necessary to describe some more complex context of in-
formation, instead of using one big graph. This method of using sub-graphs has
a strong theoretical background in Recursive Transition Networks theory (RTN)
([20,21,22]).

In this particular research, we used RTNs for describing the rules for trans-
formation of input meteorological statement should be transformed into the tex-
tual output. The transducers were created using the Unitex software. Unitex is
a collection of programs developed for analyzing natural language text with lin-
guistic resources and tools. Unitex has a well designed and functional graphical
user interface (GUI) for creating graphs that correspond to transducers. More
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importantly, Unitex supports the use of linguistic resources, such as electronic
dictionaries and grammars, in a search process.

5.3 Example Transducers for Producing Output

Figure 1 presents the transducer for producing the �rst part of the output. It
recognizes time and location features in the input sequence, and transforms it
into the textual output.

Fig. 1: One of the transducers for processing time and location information.

We used values of the variables TimeAdv, DayName and TerName combined in
appropriate forms as an output of the transducer:

• Variable TimeAdv gets its value by recognizing an adverb, which is assigned the
lexical mask3 <ADV> (e.g. Sutra (Tomorrow) in the 4-tuple (Sutra; Beograd ;
Temperatura, 25 stepeni ;)).

• Similarly, variable DayName should get its value by recognizing a noun in the
�rst place of the 4-tuple (e.g. Ponedeljak (Monday) in the 4-tuple (Ponede-
ljak ; Beograd ; Temperatura, 25 stepeni ;)).

• The FST box that contains character �;� recognizes occurrence of that par-
ticular character in the 4-tuple.

• Variable TerName contains lexical mask <N+NProp+Top>, which means that it
recognizes proper nouns that are toponyms (e.g. Beograd (Belgrade) in the
4-tuple (Ponedeljak ; Beograd ; Temperatura, 25 stepeni ;)).

Another transducer is shown in Figure 2, which processes information on
temperature, given either as a numerical value or in a descriptive manner.

In this transducer

• OpisTemperature, and Temperature, recognizes appropriate categories
TemperatureDescription and Temperature respectively, with successor cha-
racter �,�.

• Variable TempDesc gets its value by recognizing an adjective, which is assigned
the lexical mask <A> (e.g. toplo (warm)).

3 Lexical mask is marked with symbols. It can refer to a dictionary entry or can contain
special characters ([16]).
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Fig. 2: Transducer for processing temperature information.

• Subgraph call, marked with gray colour, temperatura recognizes a quantita-
tively expressed temperature as the string (empty string or minus or plus
or �-� or �+� ) followed by a number represented by the lexical mask <NUM>
(e.g. 25, plus 25, -25 ).

• The FST box that contains character �;� recognizes occurrence of that par-
ticular character.

6 System Architecture

In the process of designing the system for weather reports generation, we wanted
to take advantage of already created in�ectional grammars for Serbian. Also, one
of the main ideas was to separate core programming from designing the rules
for generating the text, in order to make modules of the system reusable. The
architecture of the system is given in the Figure 3.

The input �le data.txt consists of sequence of statements, in the form de-
scribed in Section 3, one statement per line. Modules for parsing the input se-
quence, applying the transducers, and merging the output are writen in Java.
FSTs are produced in Unitex software.

We apply transducers directly from the Java code, and not from Unitex GUI,
in order to automate the process and to have more control of it. This can be
done by calling Unitex external programs. The program that apply graphs on
the text is called Locate. Its syntax is as follows:

Locate [OPTIONS] <fst2>

where

� fst2 is the graph that coresponds to te transducer we want to apply.

and some of possible [OPTIONS] are:

� text as the complete path of the text �le we want to search (the input sequence
in our case), without omitting the extension.

� alphabet as complete path of the alphabet �le etc.
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Fig. 3: The architecture of a system for generating weather report texts in
Serbian.

For more details on using Unitex' external programs see [16].

After applying the transducers, program Locate produces �le concord.ind,
which contains the matched sequences and the outputs of transducers. Our sys-
tem reads those �les, and combines outputs into one text sequence. This text
sequence will be the output of the system, that is, the generated weather report.
In such way, instead of one big transducer graph, we can develop several smaller
ones and we can combine them in di�erent ways.

Figure 4 presents one possible output from the transducer given in Figure 1.

Fig. 4: File concord.ind with text sequences recognized and translated by the
transducer.
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7 Conclusion

We presented FST oriented approach for designing a system for generating
weather report texts in Serbian, based upon measured meteorological data. Such
a system has a number of possible applications, some of them being generation
of weather reports for di�erent web pages, newspaper web sites, Internet portals
and so on. It would be very useful to integrate our system with existing speech
systems, for example as a module for reading tabular meteorological data. There
is also a possibility to use proposed system for helping people with visual im-
pairment.

Although a great work is already done, some re�nements of the system and
transducers are still to be done. For example, the transducers need to be re�ned
and improved in order to re�ect meteorological sublanguage characteristics bet-
ter. We plan to have several transducers that recognize the same sequence, but
generate di�erent text, and than to choose them at random, in order to have
human-written feel.

We also plan to design and create a user-friendly graphical interface. One
of the most important future tasks will be the integration of the system with
similar systems, such as for example text-to-speech systems, for reading weather
forecast given in tabular form.
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